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About This Game

So you think you’re hardcore? You think you can handle an I’d-rather-rip-my-eyes-out-of-my-sockets challenge with one hand
behind your back and enough caffeine to kill a bull? Prove it: Here’s AFTERGRINDER – a punishing arcade runner for the
speed freaks and masochists among us. Pick a character, pick a level … and get ready to die. Unless you can survive 90 rage-

inducing levels in 3 unforgiving worlds, that is.

Test your skills in 90 fast-paced levels.

Race through environments rightside up or upside down – whatever keeps you alive the longest .

Explore 3 different worlds, each with its own twists and turns.
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Choose between 3 playable characters: The Dude (easy), the Lady (normal), and the Shark (hard).

Enjoy heart-thumping techno tracks as you die, retry … and die again!
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First impression: Not feeling the love so far. While the visual presentation is certainly nostalgic, the game just doesn't play well.
The movements of both your PC and the enemies are twitchy. This, combined with the extremely limited movement set in
relation to the level design, just makes the game artificially hard.

I love a good challenge, but Oniken doesn't give the player the tools needed to face its challenges, which makes it an exercise in
frustration and repetition more than anything. Good for a bit of nostalgia, but it has nothing on the NES games it tries to emulate
or other throwback games like Shovel Knight.

I will give it more time to see if it picks up, but for now I'm not impressed.. I played all of these Cursed Treasures on Armor
Games and loved every minute of them, I hope my financial contribution helps in creating a C.T. 3.. This was my fist ever real
digital art software and i do not regret that i bought it! It can be a little confusing at times but you will get used to it. The devs
are nice people and the community helps out alot! Most of the community uploads thier self made brushes to the forum page so
everyone can download them. For this price its really worth it, for both beginners and pro's. ^^. Game like besiege... But not that
complex... It's very simplistic yet you can do a lot...... Great atmosphere, puzzles are good, voice acting is good, rich storyline
with lots of details. Highly suspenseful but no actual violence occurs.. A fun little time killer that manages to suck way more
hours than you might expect.. I'll start this up by saying that Vacation Sim - despite being a simple concept - is a VERY fun
experience, and it looks good as well. There are lots of vibrant colours, but the style is also simple, not making it obnoxious.
Being a VR game, your movement is obviously limited, and the game does a well-known way of movement - aiming, and then
tapping the trackpad. This will take you to a "station", a part of each map. Returning from Job Simulator, the bots Vacation
Simulator are spiced up, giving all of them their own unique personalities and designs; never finding a bot giving a deathstare
and staying stiff.
Like few VR games, from my personal knowledge, Vacation Sim allows you to both see your avatar, and customise it. Every
area has something different - from beards to hats, to glasses to hair styles. This avatar of your's can be seen in anything
reflective - such as mirrors or glass, making the game incredibly immersive.
The game only has four areas, which may seem like a big issue, but in these four areas there is LOTS to do. They're small yet
dense, with so many small details and activities - for example, you can throw snowballs upon the mountains, play a whole bunch
of video games in the resort, or knit yourself to death with KnittingBot. And not to mention, there's a really sweet reference to
the one and only Bob Ross - in the form of Moss Bot. He is just a blessing of art.

Overall, I rate it 10/10. Absolutely fantastic, and it's worth every penny! If you have a VR headset as well as some time and
money to spare, it's a must-have.. Fantastic app, i'm really impressed by the gameplay and quality. Massive congratz to the
developers, awesome stuff!. I'm only here to say;
To get your additional trainers: go talk to Sakura. Go to your gift box and receive your addons from there.

You're welcome.. This game was great for free. Play mine off steam, so dont mind the hours.

People I notice keep saying things like great room, no gameplay... Dont think they realised you can warp out of there to other
places. Need to repeat the notes you see on all the globes on the xlyophone for example. Got a real kick out of listening to the
watchers discuss me like a lab experiment.

Found the locomotion a bit strange. Instead of moving you plot a course broken up into segments. Seems something that belongs
in a game like final fantasy where you havea chance of getting into a fight each segment. Good to see companies trying new
things, it just doesnt seem to fit this kind of game where there are no random encounters as you move.
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100 hours in... level 195. This game has been a great experience and continues to be every time I play it. The gauntlets at high
level, while hard to find a group to do them with, are incredibly challenging and need a great deal of strategy to defeat. Story
mode is great for a quick farm, or leveling (currently on insane difficulty, extremely hard to progress.) The Community is great
as well, don't let the few so-so people that don't like anyone throw you off. Being able to hang out with the dev after each patch
is amazing as well, being able to see what the plans are for the future, and getting those hard to answer questions answered.
100/10, Will continue playing. Cmon guys, it's free to play. Might as well give it a try!. Amazing achievement for a one man dev
team. Love the BSG-like feel to the game!. I normally prefer easier games to relax after stressful office day. Yet this game was
so easy and boring that it even annoyed me. I completed the game in 90 minutes, it felt like 9 hours. The story is the most
repetitive story I had ever encountered. Imagine that you have to write an essay that is 1000 words long and you could only
come up with 100 words so you repeat yourself with different sentences but actually the same meaning over and over until you
reach the 1000 words. Story in Sally's Law is just like that.

Gameplay is also nothing special. You play as Sally first. Sally moves by herself and all you need to do is jump when you need
to reach higher ground. After playing with Sally you repeat the same level by playing as the father. As father your job is to
remove the obstacles that would otherwise block Sally's path.

Playing as Sally in the first part makes half of the game extremely easy and boring. Father part starts easy and gets just a little
hard each level, but it is still easy in the end. The father part (removing obstacles from your daughter's path) was actually a good
idea but they failed at the execution. It would have been a good game if we had played only as the father(or Sally part affected
father's gameplay a lot more than it currently does) and if it had a better story than repeating "I left home" and "She decided to
leave" 10 times each.. I am just a cleric and I am still alive!!!. Doesn't even have all the heart help segments, or finale. It's
unfinished and pretty unsatisfying.. Simple Moblie Port, mouse controls are a bit off but for $5(on sale) it is dumb and
addictive. I have spent a bit of time playing it while playing other games, until I found that it only saves games locally. I was on a
trip I found that I needed to start over is when I decided to quit. Other then that pick it up on a Sale or Free on Mobile.
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